Phoenix design – Tall vase

**Description:** Simple, stunning design with minimal materials which will work well as a foyer or buffet display

**Materials:**
- Vase: cylinder or trumpet style, glass or pottery, 5-6-inch opening and 9-12 inches tall
- Anchor or clear tape
- 6-8 branches (willow or birch)
- 6-8 spike materials (snapdragon or larkspur)
- 4-5 form flowers (Hydrangea or Lilly)
- 5-6 form leaves (Monstera leaf or Hellebore leaf)
- 3-5 Vine or trailing material (plumose or ivy)

**Instructions:**
Prepare vase with square grid of anchor or clear tape.
Establish height with branch material placed into the center of the grid.
Incorporate spike material amongst the branches.
Base with the form material where the branches and container meet.
Last, create grouping with trailing materials and tuck in